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a b s t r a c t 

“Blind” visual inference can often be performed by exploiting the internal redundancy inside a single vi- 

sual datum (whether an image or a video). The strong recurrence of patches inside a single image/video 

provides a powerful data-specific prior for solving complex visual tasks in a “blind” manner. The term 

“blind” is used here with a double meaning: (i) Blind in the sense that we can make sophisticated infer- 

ences about things we have never seen before, in a totally unsupervised way, with no prior examples or 

training; and (ii) Blind in the sense that we can solve complex Inverse-Problems, even when the forward 

degradation model is unknown. This paper briefly reviews this approach and its applicability to a variety 

of vision problems, ranging from low-level to high-level, including: 

(1) “Blind Optics” – recover optical properties of the unknown sensor, or optical properties of the un- 

known environment. This in turn gives rise to Blind-Deblurrimg, Blind-Dehazing, and more. 

(2) Segmentation of unconstrained videos and images. 

(3) Detection of complex objects and actions (with no prior examples or training). 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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. Introduction 

This paper is a summary of my Maria Petrou Prize plenary talk

delivered at ICPR’2016). It provides a high-level overview of work

one in my lab in the past several years in the area of ‘blind’ vi-

ual inference . I use the term “blind” here with a double mean-

ng: (i) Blind in the sense that we can make sophisticated infer-

nces about things we have never seen before, in a totally unsu-

ervised way, with no prior examples or training; and (ii) Blind in

he sense that we can solve complex Inverse-Problems, even when

he forward degradation model is unknown. I will show how both

f these ‘blind’ inferences can be performed by exploiting the inter-

al redundancy inside a single visual datum (whether an image or

 video). 

Small image patches (e.g., 5 × 5, 7 × 7) tend to recur many times

nside a single natural image, both within the same scale, as well

s across different scales [27,72] . Similarly, small space-time video

atches (e.g., 5 × 5 × 3) recur abundantly both within and across

patio-temporal scales of a single natural video [56] . This strong

nternal patch recurrence was used (by us and by others) for a

ariety of tasks [4,10,13,15,16,25,27,51,56,60,68,73] . Nevertheless, I

elieve that there is something more profound and powerful in

his recurrence property than just applying it to individual com-

uter vision applications. I believe that if we are able to spot
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hese recurrences, and exploit them in a sophisticated way, this

ften provides all the statistical information needed in order to

erform sophisticated visual inference tasks, in a totally unsuper-

ised way, even when no prior examples or training are avail-

ble. I refer to this as “Inference-by-Composition”; namely, we per-

orm visual inference by composing internal chunks of the da-

um. This approach has been the guiding principle behind much

f my research in the past several years (e.g., see papers [1,2,7–

,18,19,21,27,44,45,54,56,58,60,68,70,72,73] ). In this paper I provide

 high-level overview of this approach, and some of its applications.

By ‘visual inference’ I mean the entire spectrum – ranging from

ow-level to high-level inference tasks. For example, in low-level

ision, given a corrupted image, we would like to undo the corrup-

ion/degradation which the image suffers from. Such degradations

an be due to blur, noise, poor visibility conditions (haze/fog), low

ensor resolution, lens distortion, etc. Inverting such degradations

s known to be ill-posed. Moreover, often the forward degradation

rocess itself is also unknown (e.g., the blur function, the haze/fog

arameters, the type of noise), making these problems even more

hallenging. This calls for solving these inverse problems ‘blindly’,

ithout knowing the forward degradation process. In a series of

apers, we have shown that the strong recurrence of patches in-

ide a single natural image/video provides a powerful data-specific

rior for solving complex low-level vision tasks in a ‘blind’ manner.

his is briefly reviewed in PART-I of my paper. 
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 1. Patch recurrence in natural images (within & across scales): Small patches 

tend to recur “as is” both within and across scales of a single natural image. Green 

patches exemplify recurrences within scale; red patches exemplify recurrences across 

different scales. Patches are displayed large for visualization purposes; in practice the 

recurrence property holds for much smaller patches (e.g., 5x5 or 7x7), and is true for 

almost any small patch in almost any natural image. Note that even in natural tex- 

ture (rightmost example), the local image features in two different image scales are 

very similar. This ‘fractal-like’ property is thus a very strong property of natural images . 

( See [27,72] for a statistical quantification of this property .) (For clearer interpretation 

of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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In high-level vision tasks, we wish to detect complex objects

and actions; handle complex notions of visual similarity; discover

new visual categories; be able to segment unconstrained images

and videos; detect the likely as well as the unexpected in im-

ages/videos; etc. And we would like to do all these tasks while

being invariant to changes in appearance, scale and view point. In

PART-II of this paper I show how the internal redundancy within

visual datum gives rise to such sophisticated high-level visual in-

ference tasks. While solving low-level tasks can leverage on sim-

pler first-order statistics of patch recurrence inside a single im-

age/video, high-level tasks require integrating those recurrences

into higher-level statistical cues . This is obtained via an “Inference-

by-Composition” approach – namely, we compose internal chunks

of the datum into larger statistically-significant regions, which can

then be compared across images/vides, in a view and appearance

invariant way. Moreover, such sophisticated visual inference can

also be done without any prior examples or training . This line of

work is reviewed in PART-II of my paper. 

In the past few years, since the revival of Deep Neural-Networks

(DNNs) [38] , there has been an unprecedent leap progress and

breakthrough results, both in high-level and low-level vision

tasks [31,36,39,52,61] . Nevertheless, most of this impressive suc-

cess is primarily related to image data. Progress in video analysis

seems to be dramatically lagging behind. Moreover, I dare say that

even the success with images is only partial, since most tasks still

require humongous amounts of training data, an exhaustive train-

ing process, and heavy computational resources. This kind of an

approach does not easily scale up to video data. 

Sophisticated analysis of video dynamics requires capturing

long-range temporal correlations in videos, in addition to wide-

range spatial correlations. Powerful video-based DNNs with such

long-range spatial and temporal correlations would have orders of

magnitude more unknowns than today’s image DNNs, hence would

require many orders of magnitudes more training data than currently

used for training image-based DNNs. In addition, videos are much

more difficult to label, store and access. All of these pose a severe

problem for DNNs, which would have to be solved before we can

obtain the desired leap improvement in video analysis. 

In this paper I try to convey that quite sophisticated visual

inference (both high-level and low-level) can be performed, even

when no prior examples or training data are available ; when we en-

counter things for the first time; things we have never seen be-

fore. I will show that such sophisticated inference (both in images

and videos) can be performed in a totally unsupervised manner,

by exploiting the internal redundancy within the visual datum at

hand. Combining such techniques with DNNs may allow overcom-

ing some of the above-mentioned problems. 

2. Patch recurrence in a single image/video 

Natural images tend to contain repetitive visual content. In par-

ticular, small image patches (e.g., 5 × 5, 7 × 7) in a natural im-

age tend to redundantly appear many times inside the same im-

age, both within the same scale, as well as across different im-

age scales. Namely, if a small patch appears inside an image, this

specific patch will appear many more times inside the same im-

age, “as is” (without rotating or scaling the patch), both inside the

same image scale, as well as in coarse scales of the same image.

Examples of such patch recurrences are show in Fig. 1 (illustrated

for large patches, for ease of visualization). This observation was

empirically quantified by [27,72] , using hundreds of natural images

of all types (images of indoor scenes, outdoor scenes, man-made

scenes, natural scenes, etc.), and was shown to be true for almost

any 5 × 5 patch in almost any natural image. 

For example, according to Glasner et al. [27] , ∼90% of the 5 × 5

patches in a sharp natural image recur “as is” 10 or more times
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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nside the image scaled-down to 3/4 of its original size; ∼70% of

he patches in the original scale recur “as is” 10 or more times in-

ide the image scaled-down to 1/4 of the original image size (with-

ut scaling down the patches!) We say that a patch Q is a re-

urrence (“as is”) of a patch P , if the error between P and Q is

maller than the error between P and its own subpixel -shifted ver-

ion (e.g., shifted by 0.5 pixel in any direction). Namely, ‖ P − Q‖ <
 · ‖ P − shi f t(P ) ‖ , where c is a constant (c = 1.5 in [27] ), and shift ( P )

s P shifted by 0.5 pixel. 

It was further shown (and quantified) in [56] , that a similar

roperty holds also for natural videos. Namely, small space-time

ideo patches (e.g., 5 × 5 × 3) recur abundantly both within and

cross spatio-temporal scales of a single natural video. 

The internal recurrence property of small image/video patches

as used (by us and by others) for a variety of Computer Vision

pplications. These include Image Denoising [10,13,16,73] , Texture

ynthesis [15] , single-image Super-Resolution [25–27] , Visual Sum-

arization/Retargetting [51,60] , Video Completion [68] , temporal

uper-resolution from a single video [56] , Fractal Coding [4] , and

ore. 

However, the empirical measurements of Glasner and co-

orkers [27,56,72] , which quantify the internal patch-recurrences,

ere performed only on high-quality images and videos. It turns

ut that when the imaging conditions deteriorate, the patch recur-

ence property inside images/videos diminishes significantly [45] . Two

uch examples are shown in Fig. 2 (for degradations induced by

lur and haze). The recurrence of small visual patters is a strong

roperty of the continuous visual world . This property is manifested

n natural images and videos only when the continuous world is

aptured under ideal imaging conditions – namely, when there is

o lens distortion, no motion blur, good visibility conditions, etc.

hen the quality of an image/video is poor, it no longer exhibits

trong internal patch recurrence. In other words, the nice patch-

ecurrence property holds only for ‘ideal’ images/videos [45] . 

While this observation may seem disappointing at first, it turns

ut to be extremely useful: Apparently [45] , these deviations from

he ‘ideal’ patch-recurrence, encode information about the unknown

egradation process . In particular, we showed [2,44,45] that such

eviations can be used to recover the unknown optical degrada-

ion, whether caused by imperfections of the sensor (e.g., optical

r motion blur – Fig. 2 . Right ), or whether caused by poor visi-

ility conditions (e.g., underwater imaging, haze/fog, etc. – Fig. 2 .
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2017.10.021
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Fig. 2. Patch recurrence significantly diminishes under non-ideal imaging conditions: Similar patches across scales of a sharp image, are no longer similar in its blurry ver- 

sion [45] . Patches which are similar on a clear day, are no longer similar under haze or fog [2] . Deviations from the “ideal” patch recurrence encode information about the 

unknown degradation process (blur, haze, etc.) . (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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eft ). This idea is explained in more detail in PART-I of this paper

 Section 3 ). 

Moreover, the strong internal recurrence property inside a sin-

le image/video is useful not only for solving low-level Vision

asks, but also for tackling high-level Vision tasks, e.g., object and

ction detection , image/video segmentation , unsupervised discovery

f new visual categories , and more. This is reviewed in PART-II of

his paper ( Sections 4 –7 ). 

ART-I: LOW-LEVEL VISION 

. “Blind Optics”

Patch recurrence significantly diminishes under non-ideal imag-

ng conditions. For example, similar patches across scales of a

harp image, are no longer similar across scales in its blurry ver-

ion ( Fig. 2 . Right , [45] ). Patches which would have looked similar

n a clear day with good visibility conditions, are no longer similar

nder haze and fog ( Fig. 2 . Left , [2] ). Nevertheless, as was shown

n [2,44,45] , these deviations from the ‘ideal’ patch-recurrence can

e used to recover the unknown optical degradation, whether

aused by imperfections of the sensor, or by the physical world

onditions. In a nutshell, we seek the degradation such that,

hen removed from the degraded input image, will maximize

he patch recurrence inside the resulting output image . We refer

o this as “Blind Optics”. We next briefly review two manifestations

f this idea: Blind-Deblurring and Blind-Dehazing . A third manifes-

ation of this idea, applied to Blind Super-Resolution , can be found

n [44] . 

.1. Blind Deblurring 

Photos often come out blurry due to camera shake, defocus or

ow-grade optics. Undoing this undesired effect has attracted sig-

ificant research efforts. When the blur is uniform (same across the

ntire image), the blurry image y is often modeled as having been

btained from the desired sharp image x via convolution with a

lur kernel k : 

 = k ∗ x + n, (1)

here n is noise. In Blind-Deblurring we assume that neither x nor

 are known. Namely, given a blurry input image y , the goal is to

ecover the unknown blur kernel k and the unknown sharp image

 , such that convolving the two produces the blurry input. Never-

heless, this is a highly ill-posed problem, since there is an infinite

umber of possible solutions to this problem. For example, a trivial

olution is the one where the sharp output equals to the blurry in-

ut ( x = y ), and the blur kernel k is the identity kernel ( k = δ). This

rovides a perfect reconstruction, but is obviously not the solution
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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e are seeking. Thus, additional prior information on the unknown

harp image x must be provided in order to solve this problem. 

Various advanced image priors on the latent image x have

een proposed for Blind-Deblurring in the recent few years. These

nclude assuming that the sharp image contains sparse gradi-

nts [24,37,42,43,57] , or sharp edges [11,12,69] , or that its patches

are resemblance to an external database of sharp patches [64] .

hese have led to a dramatic improvement in blind image deblur-

ing. Note, however, that all of these priors are generic priors , i.e.,

he same prior is applied to all images. But images are not all

he same! They differ from one another. Indeed, while these pri-

rs provide very good results on the majority of the images, there

re some images on which they perform very poorly (see Fig. 6 ). 

In contrast, our Blind-Deblurring algorithm [45] is based on the

nternal patch recurrence property, which is an image-specific prior .

he idea behind our algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3 : While every

mall patch in the (unknown) sharp image x has an almost iden-

ical patch in the downscaled image x α , this is not the case for

he blurry image y . The correct blur kernel k is thus the one that,

hen its effect is “removed” from blurry image y (i.e., when k is

sed to deconvolve y ), the resulting sharp image x will have maximal

atch similarity across scales . 

More specifically, we seek an image ˆ x and a blur kernel ˆ k such

hat on the one hand, ˆ x satisfies the patch recurrence property

namely, strong similarity between patches across scales of ˆ x ), and,

n the other hand, ˆ k ∗ ˆ x is close to the blurry image y . This is done

y solving the following optimization problem: 

rg min 

ˆ x , ̂ k 

‖ y − ˆ k ∗ ˆ x ‖ 

2 ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
data term 

+ λ1 ρ( ̂  x , ̂  x α) ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
image prior 

+ λ2 ‖ ̂

 k ‖ 

2 ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
kernel 
prior 

, (2) 

here ˆ x α is an α-times smaller version of ˆ x . The second term

( ̂  x , ̂  x α) measures the degree of dissimilarity between patches in

ˆ  and their Nearest Neighbor patches (NNs) in ˆ x α . The third term

s a regularizer on the kernel k . The objective function in Eq. (2) is

ot convex, and has no closed-form solution. We solve it using an

lternating iterative minimization procedure. Fig. 4 shows a few vi-

ual results of our algorithm. For more details on the optimization

rocess, and many more results, please refer to Michaeli and Irani

45] . Note that unlike other priors, the patch-recurrence prior ρ( x ,

 

α) makes no assumptions about what sharp image patches look

ike: they need not necessarily have sharp edges, or sparse gra-

ients, or be similar to an external database of sharp patches or

o a mixture of Gaussians. All that this prior assumes is: what-

ver those sharp patches look like, they must have strong similar-

ty to other patches in coarser scales of the same image. This is

hat makes it an image-specific prior. Fig. 5 shows empirical eval-

ations performed on the dataset of Sun et al. [64] , which con-

ains 640 blurry images with ground truth data. As can be seen,
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2017.10.021
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Fig. 3. Blind-Deblurring using patch-recurrence: The cross-scale patch similarity is strong in the (unknown) sharp image x , but weak in the blurry input image y . The correct blur 

kernel k is thus the one that, when used to deconvolve the blurry y , will maximize the cross-scale patch similarity in the resulting image x . This can be posed as a well defined 

objective function ( Eq. (2) ). (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Blind-Deblurring results. (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Blind-Deblurring empirical evaluation: Quantitative comparison of our method 

to 6 other Blind-Deblurring methods. The methods are compared on the database of Sun 

et al. [64] , which contains 640 blurry images, with ground truth sharp images and blur 

kernels. (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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our Blind Deblurring, which is based on the internal patch recur-

rence prior, compares favorably to all previous Blind-Deblurring

approaches. Fig. 5 a shows that on average we perform compara-

bly to Sun et al. [64] , and significantly better than all the other

methods. We further show that the patch recurrence prior is a

very stable prior, in the sense that it rarely diverges on any input

image (unlike other priors). This is shown by observing the fail-
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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re cases of all the methods. Figs. 5 b and 6 show the worst result

or each method (the image which obtained the highest error-ratio

mong all 640 images in the dataset, for each method). As can be

een, for all the other methods, the worst “sharp” image obtained

 very high error, and looks significantly worse than its blurry in-

ut image. In contrast, our worst image obtained a relatively low

rror, and looks no worse (perhaps even marginally better) than

ts blurry input. We attribute this difference in stability to the fact

hat the other priors are generic priors (hence are not adequate for

ll images), whereas our prior is an image-specific prior . For more

etails on the optimization process, experiments and mathematical

erivations, please refer to Michaeli and Irani [45] . 

.2. Blind Dehazing 

Images of outdoor scenes are often degraded by a scattering

edium (e.g., aerosols, dust particles and water droplets). Haze,

og and underwater scattering are such phenomena, whose degra-

ation effect on the resulting images grows with scene depth. Such

egradations significantly diminish the internal patch recurrence

both within and across image scales). For example, patches P 1 
nd P 2 in Fig. 7 would have looked almost identical under good

eather, but look quite different under bad weather. Nonetheless,

s shown in [2] , these deviations from the ideal patch recurrence

an be exploited for recovering the unknown haze/fog parameters

nd reconstructing a haze-free image. 
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2017.10.021
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Fig. 6. Evaluating Robustness of Blind Deblurring methods, by examining their 

WORST results: For each method, we show the image corresponding to the highest 

error-ratio in Fig. 5 b. As can be seen, the worst-case results of the competing methods 

are all significantly worse than their input images, whereas our worst-case result looks 

no worse (in fact, slightly better) than its blurry input. We attribute this difference in 

stability to the fact that the other priors are generic priors (hence are not adequate for 

all images), whereas our patch-recurrence prior is an image-specific prior . (For clearer 

interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 

Fig. 7. Constraints induced by co-occurring patches under haze: While a pair of co- 

occurring patches P 1 and P 2 look very different in the hazy image I ( x ), they originate 

from the same (unknown) dehazed patch L ( x ). This provides a strong prior for image 

dehazing, constraining the relative transmission parameters t 2 / t 1 and the shared Airlight 

A of such pairs of patches ( see Section 2 for details ). (For clearer interpretation of this 

color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

f
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Fig. 8. Recovered airlights. The upper-left box depicts the recovered airlight color A for 

each image. (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 
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The degradation caused by such scattering phenomena (haze,

og, underwater imaging, etc.) is typically modeled by [30,55,63] 

(x ) = t(x ) L (x ) + ( 1 − t(x ) ) A, (3)

here L ( x ) is the irradiance emitted from scene points, A is the

mbient Airlight , and t ( x ) is the corresponding attenuation factor,
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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nown as the transmission . t(x ) = e −βZ(x ) , where β is the scattering

oefficient and Z ( x ) is the distance to the scene point. 

“Blind Dehazing” refers to recovering the unknown haze param-

ters A and t ( x ), and inverting Eq. (3) in order to recover a haze-

ree image L ( x ). This is an under-constrained problem, and thus re-

uires additional constraints. Some methods assume having multi-

le images of the same scene (e.g., taken under different polariza-

ions [55,59] or under different weather conditions [46–48] ). Other

ethods assume a single image, and tackle the lack of constraints

y incorporating various priors [22,23,30,63,65,66,71] . 

We show [2] that the internal patch recurrence forms a very

trong image-specific prior for single-image Blind Dehazing. Gener-

lly speaking, we seek the haze parameters A and t ( x ) such that,

hen used for dehazing the input image I ( x ), will maximize the

atch recurrence in the resulting haze-free image ˆ L (x ) . 

Let P 1 [ x ] and P 2 [ x ] denote a pair of “co-occurring patches” that

manate from the same underlying haze-free patch L [ x ], located at

ifferent scene depths Z 1 [ x ] � = Z 2 [ x ]. Such “co-occurring patches”

re detected by searching for pairs of patches (in the same scale, or

n different image scales), which have high normalized-correlation,

ut significantly different intensity variances (as in Fig. 7 ). Since

he patches we use are very small (7 × 7), we can assume constant

epth in each patch ( Z 1 [ x ] ≡ Z 1 and Z 2 [ x ] ≡ Z 2 ), hence also constant

ransmission values ( t 1 and t 2 ). Thus, according to Eq. (3) : 

 1 [ x ] = L [ x ] t 1 + A (1 − t 1 ) (4) 

 2 [ x ] = L [ x ] t 2 + A (1 − t 2 ) 

t is easy to show (see derivation in [2] ) that Eq. (4) entails: 

t 2 
t 1 

= 

std (P 2 ) 

std (P 1 ) 
. (5) 

amely, the t-ratio of two co-occurring patches is a simple ratio of

heir standard-deviations. Eq. (4) further entails that: 

 2 [ x ] − A = 

t 2 
t 1 

(P 1 [ x ] − A ) (6)

his allows recovery of the airlight A and the relative transmis-

ion parameters t 2 / t 1 from a pair of patches. While information

ecovered from a single pair of patches may be noisy and unre-

iable, combining the information from many pairs of co-occurring

atches in the image yields a robust recovery of the global airlight

olor A (see examples in Fig. 8 ). Further assuming smoothness of

he depth-map (except possibly at strong image edges), yields a

ense t -map t ( x ) from a sparse set of reliable co-occurring pairs

f patches (see examples in Fig. 9 ). Together, these give rise to an

nd-to-end Blind Dehazing algorithm, which outperforms current

tate-of-the-art methods. Full details of the algorithm, empirical

valuation and comparison to other methods, can be found in [2] .

ig. 10 shows a few results of our blind image dehazing. 

ART-II: HIGH-LEVEL VISION 

So far we saw how the internal patch recurrence forms a strong

rior for solving low-level vision problems in a blind manner, even
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 9. Recovered t -maps. Red/blue indicate large/small t ( x ), which correspond to near/far scene points. (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. Results of Blind-Dehazing (Ours vs. He et al. [30] ). Note the distant red and yellow gallery seats recovered in the stadium image (first row). Note the realistic colors of the 

grass and sand recovered in the underwater image (last row). (Best viewed on screen.) . (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 
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when the forward degradation model is unknown, and with no

prior examples or training. I next show that the internal recur-

rence property can also be used for solving complex high-level

vision problems in a totally unsupervised way, without requiring

prior examples or training. However, while low-level inference

could leverage from simple first-order statistics of patch recur-

rences, these no longer suffice for high-level inference. I next show

how integrating those internal recurrences into higher-level statis-

tical cues , provides a powerful tool for unsupervised high-level

inference. 

We refer to this as “Inference-by-Composition” – namely, we

compose internal chunks of the datum into larger statistically-

significant regions, which can then be matched across im-

ages/videos, in a view and appearance invariant way. This gives

rise to sophisticated yet unsupervised detection of complex objects

and actions, segmentation of complex images and unconstrained

videos, as well as unsupervised discovery of new image and video

categories. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We first show

( Section 4 ) how the internal recurrence of patches gives rise to

appearance-invariant and view-invariant descriptors, which can be

computed densely at each image/video pixel. In Section 5 we ex-

plain how such local descriptors can be integrated into larger sta-

tistically meaningful regions (regions that are unlikely to occur

at random), giving rise to sophisticated notions of visual similar-

ity across pairs of images/videos . We refer to this as “Similarity
 S

Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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y Composition”. In Section 6 we further show that Similarity-by-

omposition can be applied to groups of images/videos , giving rise

o “Clustering by Composition”. This in turn leads to unsupervised

iscovery of new visual categories (images and videos). Lastly, in

ection 7 we show that Similarity-by-Composition can be applied

o different portions within images/videos , giving rise to “Segmenta-

ion by Composition”. This in turn leads to unsupervised segmenta-

ion of complex images and unconstrained videos . 

. The local “Self-Similarity Descriptor”

“Corresponding” points across “similar” images/videos can look

ery different (e.g., see the two peace-signs in Fig. 11 . Left ). While

easuring similarity across images can be quite complex, the sim-

larity within each image can be easily revealed with very sim-

le similarity measures, such as a simple SSD (Sum of Square

ifferences) of each image patch to its neighboring patches. This

esults in a local “self-similarity descriptor” [58] , which can be

ensely computed throughout the image/video, at multiple scales.

hese descriptors can then be matched across differently look-

ng images and videos (e.g., see Fig. 11 . Right ). This is briefly re-

iewed in Section 4.1 . More recently, we extended our appearance-

nvariant self-similarity descriptor of Shechtman and Irani [58] into

 new video descriptor, which is both appearance-invariant and

iew-invariant [54,70] (see Fig. 15 ). This is briefly reviewed in

ection 4.2 . 
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 11. Examples of local “Self-similarity descriptors”. Despite the large difference in 

photometric properties between the two images, their local “self-similarity” descriptors 

at corresponding image points are very similar. (For clearer interpretation of this color 

figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 12. Extracting the local “self-similarity” descriptor at an image/video pixel. (a) 

The spatial image descriptor. (b) The space-time video descriptor. (For clearer interpre- 

tation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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.1. Appearance-invariant image/video descriptors 

Fig 12 a illustrates the procedure for generating the self-

imilarity descriptor d q associated with an image pixel q . The im-

ediate surrounding image patch (typically 5 × 5) is compared

ith a larger surrounding image region centered at q (typically

0 × 40), using simple sum of square differences ( SSD ) between

atch colors The resulting distance surface SSD q ( x , y ) is normalized

nd transformed into a “correlation surface” S q ( x , y ): 

 q (x, y ) = exp 

(
− SSD q (x, y ) 

max ( v ar noise , v ar auto (q ) ) 

)
(7)

here v ar noise corresponds to acceptable Gaussian deviations in

olors, and v ar auto (q ) takes into account the patch contrast and its

attern structure, such that sharp edges are more tolerable to pat-

ern variations than smooth patches. 

The correlation surface S q ( x , y ) (of size 40 × 40 = 1600) is

hen transformed into a binned log-polar representation [5] , typi-

ally with 80 bins (4 radii, 20 angles). The maximal correlation

alues in each of those 80 bins form the 80 entries of our local

self-similarity descriptor” vector d q associated with pixel q . 

Fig. 11 shows the local self-similarity descriptor computed at a

ew image locations in two very differently looking images of the

ame object. Despite the large difference in photometric properties
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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etween the two images, their local self-similarity descriptors at

orresponding image points (computed separately within each im-

ge) are quite similar. 

This local self-similarity descriptor has several important bene-

ts: (i) It is a compact descriptor (80 values) which can be com-

uted at every pixel. (ii) This descriptor is appearance-invariant :

 point in textured region in one image can be matched with a

oint in uniformly colored region in another image, as long as

hey have a similar local spatial layout. (iii) The log-polar represen-

ation accounts for linearly increasing positional uncertainty with

istance from the pixel q , thus accounting for small affine deforma-

ions (i.e., small variations in scale, orientation, and shear). More-

ver, by choosing the maximal correlation value in each bin, the

escriptor becomes insensitive to small non-rigid deformations . 

Self similarities in videos are even stronger than in images. Peo-

le tend to wear the same clothes in consecutive video frames and

ackground scenes tend to change gradually, resulting in strong

elf-similar patterns in local space-time video regions. The self-

imilarity descriptor in video is thus computed in space-time

 Fig 12 b). Space-time patches (e.g., 5 × 5 × 3) are correlated against

 surrounding space-time video region (e.g., 60 × 60 × 5). The re-

ulting “correlation volume” is transformed to a log-log-polar rep-

esentation (logarithmic intervals both in space and in time, but

olar only in space, resulting in a cylindrically shaped volume –

ee Fig 12 b). The resulting self-similarity descriptor vector is of

ize 182. The space-time self-similarity video descriptor accounts

or local affine deformations both in space and in time (thus ac-

ommodating also for small differences in speed of action). 

bject and Action Detection: The local image/video self- 

imilarity descriptor can be used not only to find corresponding

oints across very differently looking images/videos, but can

urther be used to match entire images/videos. For example, a

mall “template” image F ( x , y ) of an object of interest (or a small

ideo clip F ( x , y , t ) of an action of interest), can be searched

ithin a larger G (a larger image, a longer video sequence, or a

ollection of images/videos). The local self-similarity descriptors d q 
re computed densely throughout F and G . All the local descriptors

n F form together a single global “ensemble of descriptors”, which

aintains their relative geometric positions. A good match of F

n G corresponds to finding a similar ensemble of descriptors in

 – similar both in the descriptor values, as well as in their relative

eometric positions . This gives rise to complex object and action

etection. 

Fig. 13 shows an example of searching for a given template im-

ge (a heart) in other images. Despite the large variations in ap-

earance of the heart, it is detected correctly in all the images.

any more examples of image/video template matching can be

ound in [58] , including applications of this approach to detec-

ion of complex objects in cluttered images, image retrieval using

imple hand sketches as templates, and action detection in com-

lex videos based on a single example clip. Empirical evaluation of

he self-similarity descriptor and its comparison to other similarity

easures and other image descriptors can be found in [32,58] . 

.2. “AVI”: Appearance & Viewpoint Invariant video descriptor 

While the image and video self-similarity descriptors described

bove are appearance-invariant , they are not invariant to changes in

iewpoint or variations in scale. They can only account for small

hanges in scale ( ± 20%) and rotations ( ± 5 °). Recently [54,70] ,

e have developed a new local video descriptor, which is also

ased on self-similarities, but is invariant also to changes in view-

oint and scale. In the new video descriptor, self-similarities are

easured only in the temporal direction, but not spatially . Every

mall 5 × 5 patch in the video is compared to patches at the same
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 13. Object detection. (a) A single template image (a heart). (b) The images against 

which it was compared with the corresponding detections. The continuous likelihood 

values above a threshold (same threshold for all images) are shown superimposed, dis- 

playing “Correlation peaks” (highest likelihood values) at correct locations. (For clearer 

interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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spatial location ( x , y ) in its T neighboring frames ( T /2 forward and

T /2 backward). As we will see next, this induces a temporal sig-

nature at each video pixel, which is view-invariant, scale-invariant

and appearance-invariant; hence its name – “AVI ” (an A ppearance

& V iew I nvariant descriptor). 

Fig. 14 a intuitively illustrates why pure temporal self-

similarities induce a signature which is both appearance and

view invariant. Let V 1 and V 2 be a pair of videos recording the

same dynamic world from totally different viewpoints, in which a

person is waving his hand. Let ( X , Y , Z , t ) be a physical point in the

4 D space-time world through which the person’s hand passes. The

4 D space-time volume is marked by a blue volume in Fig. 14 a;

the 3 D video volumes , V 1 and V 2 , are marked by red and green

volumes. The waving hand occupies the physical 3 D world point

( X , Y , Z ) at some instances of time, and does not occupy this 3 D

point in other instances of time. The brown line inside the blue

volume marks a temporal line passing through this point, with

self-similar hand-color marked by brown dots. This space-time

temporal line in the 4 D dynamic world projects onto temporal
Fig. 14. Temporal self-similarity ⇔ Appearance & View Invariance (“AVI”). (a) Geometric e

space-time video volumes V 1 and V 2 . Because the projection is orthographic in time , it induc

to viewpoint or zoom. Moreover, even if the corresponding patches across the 2 videos have 

within each video, hence this signature is also appearance invariant. The circles represent th

For each video pixel ( x , y , t ), its surrounding 5x5 patch is compared to patches in neighbor

self-similarity vector of 6 numbers. This is repeated at 3 temporal scales s = 1,1/2,1/4. Concate

Coarser temporal scales induce larger temporal support in the original scale (blue and purple

such a descriptor is shown in Fig. 15 . (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the rea

Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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ines ( x 1 , y 1 , t ) and ( x 2 , y 2 , t ) in the 3 D space-time video volumes

f V 1 and V 2 , respectively (marked by red and green lines). Since

he projection is orthographic in time , it maintains the same self-

imilarity patterns in the projected lines. Even if the photometric

roperties of the two video cameras are different (e.g., one may be

n IR camera and the other an EO camera; the hand may be red

n one video and green in the other), the self-similarity patterns

ill be the same at corresponding visible points across the two

ideos, despite their different viewpoints and appearances. 

Fig. 14 b illustrates the construction of the AVI descriptor. At

ach video pixel ( x , y , t ), its 5 × 5 surrounding patch is compared

gainst the patches at (x, y, t + τ ) , for τ = −3 , .., +3 (similarly to

q. (7) ). This generates a self-similarity vector of 6 numbers. This

s repeated at 3 temporal scales s = { 1 , 1 2 , 
1 
4 } . These three 6-vectors

re concatenated to form a single 18-number descriptor – the AVI

escriptor. This descriptor can be computed at each video pixel.

t captures the local temporal dynamics at each pixel, while being

nvariant to appearance, scale and viewpoint changes. As can be

een in Fig. 14 b, the self-similarity signatures at coarser tempo-

al scales have a larger but less accurate temporal support in the

riginal temporal scale. Thus, measuring temporal self-similarities

t multiple temporal scales , allows capturing longer-range dynam-

cs, while maintaining flexibility to small variations in dynamics in

ore distant frames. 

Fig. 15 shows an example of corresponding AVI descriptors

omputed in two videos taken from different viewpoints captur-

ng a similar dynamic event (a tennis serve performed by two dif-

erent players). As can be seen, the tennis serve in both videos

nduces similar temporal signatures of self-similarities at corre-

ponding points across the videos (red and yellow marked points).

his is despite the action being performed by two different players,

earing different clothes against different backgrounds, and from

ifferent viewpoints (the first video was recorded from behind the

layer, whereas the second video was recorded from the side). The

VI descriptor captures well the local temporal dynamics, while

eing insensitive to differences in appearance and viewpoint. 

The most closely related works to the AVI descriptor are the

elf-Similarity Matrix (SSM) of Junejo et al. [33] and the Motion-

arcode of Ben-Artzi and co-workers [6,34] . However, the SSM rep-

esentation is global both spatially and temporally (a single ma-

rix for the entire video), thus restricted to a single action in the
xplanation: The line on 4D space-time volume ( X , Y , Z , t ) projects onto lines in the 3D 

es the same pattern of self-similarities in the 2 views, hence this signature is invariant 

different colors (red vs. green) - they still induce the same patterns of self-similarities 

e repetition of the same spatial pattern in different times. (b) The “AVI” descriptor: 

ing frames at (x, y, t + τ ) , for τ = −3 , .., +3 (orange tube). This generates a temporal 

nating these 3 (orange) vectors forms the 18-number ‘AVI’ descriptor at pixel ( x , y , t ) . 

 tubes), allowing for more variations in dynamics in distant frames. A real example of 

der is referred to the web version of this article.) 

nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 15. Examples of the ‘AVI’ descriptors at “corresponding” dynamic points in 2 videos. Despite the large difference in appearance and viewpoint between the two videos, their 

local ‘AVI’ descriptors at corresponding video points are very similar. (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 16. “Similarity by Composition”. (Left) Image B is obviously much more similar 

to Image-A than Image C is to A. But why? (Note that none of the ballet configura- 

tions in Image-B appear in Image-A; and in all images the foreground is bright and the 

background is dark). (Right) Image B (the “query”) can be composed using few large 

contiguous chunks from Image A (the “reference”), whereas it is more difficult to com- 

pose Image C this way. The large shared regions between B and A (indicated by colors) 

provide high evidence to their similarity. (For clearer interpretation of this color fig- 

ure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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eld of view. The Motion-Barcode is local spatially but global tem-

orally, thus is restricted to videos that record the same dynamic

cene from different viewpoints simultaneously . In contrast, our de-

criptor is local both spatially and temporally , thus allowing for flex-

ble analysis and comparisons of complex videos, and gives rise to

omplex notions of visual similarity across videos. Section 6 shows

n interesting application of this descriptor to video clustering for

nsupervised discovery of new video categories. 

. Similarity by Composition 

In the example shown in Fig. 13 it was assume that the tem-

late we are searching for is given. But the notion of visual simi-

arity can become much more complicated. For example, suppose

e are given the Image A in Fig. 16 , and we wish to find images

similar” to it. Image B is obviously much more similar to it than

mage C. But why? What makes it more similar? After all, none

f the ballet configurations in Image-B appear in Image-A; and in

oth images (B and C) the foreground is bright and the background

s dark. Assuming the computer was never taught the notion of

Ballet”, what would make it infer the high similarity of B to A,

ersus the low similarity of C to A? 

In our paper “Similarity by Composition” [7] we proposed an

nformation theoretic approach for measuring similarity between

wo signals, which is applicable to many machine learning tasks,

nd to many signal types (images, videos, audio). We say that a
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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Query signal’ Q is similar to a ‘Reference signal’ Ref , according

o the ‘ease’ of composing Q from pieces of Ref . Obviously, if we

se small enough pieces, then any signal can be composed of any

ther. Therefore, the larger and less trivial those pieces are, the

tronger the similarity of Q is to Ref . 

The notion of composition is schematically illustrated in Fig. 16 .

mage B can be composed using few large non-trivial regions from

mage A (indicated by colors), whereas it is more difficult to com-

ose Image C from A in this way. In other words, the description-

ength of B given A is a short one; we do not need many bits to

ode B given that we have already seen A. This results in high simi-

arity between B and A. The larger and more statistically significant

hose regions are (i.e., have low chance of occurring at random),

he stronger the similarity. Image C could probably also be com-

osed of pieces from Image A. However, while the composition of

 from A is very simple (a few large pieces), the composition of C

rom A is much more complicated (a complex puzzle with many

iny pieces). In other words, the description-length of C given A is

ong; we will not be saving many bits when we code C given A.

his results in low similarity between images C and A. 

These similarities are quantified in [7] in a principled way, in

erms of the “number of bits saved” by coding one signal in terms

f pieces of the other signal, as opposed to generating it from

cratch(from a random process). “Similarity by Composition” can

e applied between pairs of signals, between groups of signals, and

lso between different portions of the same signal. This is briefly

escribed below. Such a notion of similarity can be employed in a

ide variety of machine learning problems (clustering, classifica-

ion, retrieval, segmentation, attention, saliency, labeling, etc.), and

an be applied to a wide range of signal types (images, video, au-

io, biological data, etc.) Many such examples can be found in [7] .

ote that employing the co-occurrence of large non-trivial regions, al-

ows to take advantage of high-order statistics and geometry , with-

ut the necessity to model it. Our approach can therefore de-

uce complex notions of similarity between images/videos, whose

ype/class is seen for the first time, without requiring any prior ex-

mples or training . 

stimating the likelihood of a region R : Let p ( R | Ref , T ) denote

he likelihood to find a region R ⊂ Q in another image/video Ref

t a location/transformation denoted by T . If the signals Q and Ref

re images, then R is a spatial region; if the signals are video se-

uences, then R is a space-time region. A region R is represented
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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as an ensemble of descriptors { d i }, with their relative positions { l i }

within R . These descriptors can be any type of image/video de-

scriptors (estimated densely in the image/video); in particular, the

self-similarity descriptors presented in Section 4 . The likelihood

p ( R | Ref , T ) is estimated by the similarity between the descriptors

of R and the corresponding descriptors (according to T ) in Ref : 

p(R | Re f, T ) = 

1 

Z 

∏ 

i 

exp −| �d i (Re f, T ) | 2 
2 σ 2 

(8)

where �d i ( Ref , T ) is the error between the descriptor d i ∈ R and

its corresponding descriptor (via T ) in Ref and Z is a normalization

factor. We use the following approximation of the likelihood of R ,

p ( R | Ref ) according to its best match in Ref : 

p(R | Re f ) � max 
T 

p(R | Re f, T ) p(T ) (9)

(which forms a lower bound on the true likelihood). In our current

implementations we assume a uniform prior p ( T ) on the transfor-

mations T over all pure shifts in space/time. We further allow small

local non-rigid deformations of R (slight deviations from the ex-

pected (relative) positions { l i } of { d i }). 

The ‘Statistical Significance’ of a region R : Recall that we wish

to detect large non-trivial recurring regions across images/videos.

However, the larger the region, the smaller its likelihood according

to Eq. (9) . In fact, tiny uniform regions have the highest likelihood

(since they have lots of good matches in Ref ). Thus, it is not enough

for a region to match well, but should also have a low probability

to occur at random, i.e.: 

Likelihood Ratio (R ) = 

p(R | Re f ) 

p(R | H 0 ) 
(10)

This is the likelihood ratio between the probability of generat-

ing R from Ref , vs. the probability of generating R at random

(from a “random process” H 0 ). p ( R | H 0 ) measures the statistical

in significance of a region (high probability = low significance). If

a region matches well, but is trivial, then its likelihood ratio will

be low (inducing a low affinity). On the other hand, if a region is

non-trivial, yet has a good match in another image, its likelihood

ratio will be high (inducing a high affinity). 

Assuming the descriptors d i ∈ R are independent, then:

p ( R | H 0 ) = 

∏ 

i p ( d i | H 0 ). In [18,20] we present a way to efficiently

approximate the chance of a descriptor to be generated at random ,

p ( d i | H 0 ), by measuring its distance to a small rough ‘codebook’ ˆ D of

a few hundred descriptors. The codebook ˆ D is generated by quan-

tizing the set of all descriptors from a collection of images/videos

into a few hundred codewords using k-means. Frequent descrip-

tors will be represented well in 

ˆ D (have low distance to their

nearest codeword), whereas rare descriptors will have high error

with respect to the codebook (e.g., see Fig. 19 ). This leads to the

following rough approximation, which suffices for our purpose:

p(d| H 0 ) = exp −| �d(H 0 ) | 2 
2 σ 2 , where �d ( H 0 ) is the error of d w.r.t. its

most similar codeword in 

ˆ D . 

Note that unlike the common use of codebooks (“bags of de-

scriptors”) in recognition, here the codebook is NOT used for rep-

resenting the images/videos. On the contrary, a descriptor which

appears frequently in the codebook is “ignored” or gets very low

weight, since it is very frequently found in the image/video collec-

tion and thus not informative. 

The “Saving in Bits” obtained by a region R : According to

Shannon, the number of bits required to ‘code’ a random variable

x is − log p(x ) . Taking the log of Eq. (10) and using the quantized

codebook ˆ D yields (disregarding global constants): 

log 
p(R | Re f ) 

p(R | H 0 ) 
= 

∑ 

i 

| �d i (H 0 ) | 2 − | �d i (Re f ) | 2 = ‘savings in bits’ 
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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his is the number of bits saved by generating R from Ref , as op-

osed to generating it ‘from scratch’ at random (using H 0 ). There-

ore, if a region R is composed of statistically significant descriptors

with high �d i ( H 0 )), and has a good match in Ref (low �d i ( Ref )),

hen R will obtain very high ‘savings in bits’ (because the differ-

nce between the two errors is large). In contrast, a large recur-

ing uniform region or a long edge will hardly yield any ‘savings in

its’, since both errors �d i ( H 0 ) and �d i ( Ref ) will be low, resulting

n a small difference. 

So far we discussed a single region R . When the query image

 is composed of multiple (non-overlapping) regions R 1 , .., R r from

ef , we approximate the total ‘savings in bits’ of Q given Ref , by

umming up the ‘savings in bits’ of the individual regions. This

orms the affinity between Q and Ref : 

ffinity(Q,Ref) = sa v ings (Q| Re f ) = 

r ∑ 

i =1 

sa v ings (R i | Re f ) 

fficient detection of large shared regions: In [18,20] we fur-

her showed how large shared regions can be found very efficiently

in time linear in the size of the image/video), using a random-

zed search process . Our randomized algorithm is inspired by Patch-

atch [3] , but searches for ‘similar regions (as opposed to similar

atches or descriptors). We show that when randomly sampling

escriptors across a pair of images, and allowing collaboration be-

ween descriptors, large shared regions (of unknown shape, size, or

osition) can be detected in linear time . In fact, the larger the shared

egion, the faster it will be found, and with higher probability. 

Let R be a shared region (of unknown shape, size, or position)

etween images Q and Ref . For simplicity, let’s assume that both

mages are of size N. Let R 1 and R 2 denote the instances of R in Q

nd Ref , respectively. The goal is to find for each descriptor d 1 ∈ R 1 
ts matching descriptor d 2 ∈ R 2 . 

i) Sampling: Each descriptor d ∈ Q randomly samples S locations

n Ref , and chooses the best one. The complexity of this step is

 ( SN ). The chance of a single descriptor d to accidently fall on its

orrect match in Ref is very small. However, the chance that at least

ne descriptor from R 1 will accidently fall on its correct match in

 2 is very high for large enough R (Claim 1 in [18,20] ). Once a de-

criptor from R 1 finds a good match in R 2 , it propagates this infor-

ation to all the other descriptors in R 1 . 

ii) Propagation: Each descriptor chooses between its best match,

nd the match proposed by its spatial neighbors. This is achieved

uickly via two image sweeps (once from top down, and once from

ottom up). The complexity of this step is O ( N ). 

Complexity: The overall runtime is O ( SN ). 

In [18,20] we quantify the number of random samples S re-

uired per descriptor in order to detect shared regions R across

mages ( pairs and collections of images) at high probability. This

s analyzed as a function of the relative region size in the im-

ge | R |/ N , the desired detection probability p , and the number of

mages M in the image collection. We prove that using S ran-

om samples per descriptor, guarantees to detect the region R

ith probability p ≥
(
1 − e −S | R | /N 

)
. Thus, for example, to detect a

hared region of size 10% of the image with probability p ≥ 98%, re-

uires S = 40 random samples per each image descriptor. Thus, a

omplexity of O (40 N ) – linear in N . This idea is further extended

o fast detection of large shared regions within a multiplicity of

mages/videos, by using random sampling and propagation over

he entire collection. For full technical details and proofs, please

ee [18,20] . 

Inference by Composition”: 

Similarity by Composition” can be applied between pairs of sig-

als , between groups of signals , and also between different portions
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 17. Unsupervised clustering of a Ballet-Yoga dataset. This dataset contains 20 Ballet and 20 Yoga images (all shown here). Three images were mis-clustered (marked in red), 

leading to mean purity of 92.5% . (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 18. Composition from a collection of images. The affinity between images is high 

if they can be composed from other images within its cluster using large non-trivial 

regions. The figure illustrates two different compositions of I 0 from different Ballet im- 

ages. Note that these regions are typically NOT ‘good image segments’ and therefore 

can not be extracted ahead of time. What makes them ‘good regions’ (which induce 

high affinities) is the fact that: (i) they co-occur across a pair of images, yet (ii) are un- 

likely to occur at random. (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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f the same signal . These signals can be images, videos, and even

udio. 

• When applied to pairs of signals , it provides sophisticated no-

tions of visual similarity (as can be seen Fig. 16 ). 

• When applied to groups of signals (e.g., Figs. 17 , 18 ), it gives

rise to sophisticated unsupervised signal clustering . We refer

to this as “Clustering by Composition”. This is elaborated on in

Section 6 . 

• When applied to different portions of the same signal , it gives

rise to sophisticated signal segmentation . We refer to this as

“Segmentation by Composition” (e.g., Figs. 23 and 24 ). This is

elaborated on in Section 7 . 

As such, “Similarity by Composition” gives rise to a general “In-

erence by Composition” approach , which is applicable to a wide

ariety of high-level inference tasks. 

We have successfully applied this approach to image/video

lustering [7,18,54,70] , classification [7] , retrieval [7,70] , segmen-

ation [1,19] , attention [8] , detection of saliency and irregulari-

ies [7,8] , and more. This theory was applied to a wide range of sig-

al types, including images [1,7,8,18,19] , video [7,8,54,70] , audio [7] ,

oftware [14] , and more. 

In the next two sections I briefly describe two recent applica-

ions of “Inference by Composition”, to two high-level tasks: (i) Un-

upervised discovery of new visual categories (images and videos –

ection 6 ), and (ii) Segmentation of images and videos ( Section 7 ).

. Unsupervised discovery of new visual categories 

In this section we show how Similarity-by-Composition gives

ise to unsupervised discovery of visual categories within im-

ge/video collections. The goal here is to group a set of im-

ges/videos into meaningful clusters, which belong to the same se-

antic category. For example, given the collection of 40 Ballet and

oga images shown in Fig. 17 , but unsorted , we would like to dis-

over the two categories – Ballet and Yoga, in a totally unsupervised

ay , with no prior examples or training. Similarly for the unsorted

nimal image collection in Fig. 20 , or the unsorted video collection

f Judo and Karate clips shown in Fig. 21 . 

Existing work on unsupervised category discovery has been

ostly limited to the image domain. These were either based on

elatively simple global image affinities (e.g., the Pyramid Match

ernel [28] , “Bags of Words” [67] ), or on unsupervised learning of

 common “cluster model” (e.g., common segments [53] , common

ontours [41,49] , common distribution of descriptors [62,67] , rep-

esentative cluster descriptors [35,40] , etc.) But observing the im-
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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ges in Fig. 17 , these images have no simple affinities, nor single

or even few) common model(s) shared by all images of the same

ategory. The poses within each category vary significantly from

ne image to another, there is a lot of foreground clutter (differ-

nt clothes, multiple people, occlusions, etc.), as well as distracting

ackgrounds. 

In our paper [18,20] we suggested to perform clustering of im-

ge collections by computing sophisticated images affinities based

n “Similarity by Composition”. These kind of affinities are able to

andle complex image/video collections. Although the ballet poses

n Fig. 17 differ from each other, one ballet pose can be easily com-

osed from pieces of other ballet poses (see Fig. 18 ). We define a

good image cluster” as one in which each image can be easily com-

osed using statistically significant pieces from other images inside its

luster, while is difficult to compose from images outside its cluster.

e refer to this as “Clustering by Composition”. The rareness of

he descriptors is determined with respect to a ‘codebook’ ˆ D gen-

rated from the image collection to be clustered (see Fig. 19 ). The

otion of composition from a collection of images is illustrated in

ig. 18 . The Ballet image I is composed of a few large (irregu-
0 

nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 19. Statistical significance of descriptors. (a) A few example images from the 

Ballet-Yoga dataset of Fig. 17 (b) A few example images from the Animal dataset of 

Fig. 20 . Red signifies descriptors with the highest statistical significance (descriptors that 

rarely appear in the ‘codebook’ ˆ D , generated from each respective image dataset). Green 

– lower significance; Grayscale – much lower. Note that statistically significant regions 

coincide with body gestures (Ballet-Yoga) or object parts (Animals) which are unique 

and informative to the separation between the different classes in each dataset. (For 

clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20. Unsupervised clustering of an Animal dataset into 4 categories: Bears, 

Chimps, Horses, Elks. This tiny dataset contains only 20 images belonging to 4 cate- 

gories (5 images from each category) – too small for standard unsupervised algorithms 

which try to learn a common cluster model. Note the large variability within each class, 

vs. the large potential confusion across different classes - for example the backgrounds 

of the horse and elk are very similar. Despite these difficulties, our algorithm is able to 

perfectly separate this dataset into 4 clusters, obtaining 100% purity. (For clearer in- 

terpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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larly shaped) regions from the ballet images I 1 and I 2 . This induces

strong affinities between I 0 and I 1 , I 2 . The larger and more statis-

tically significant those regions are (i.e., have low chance of occur-

ring at random), the stronger the affinities. Fig. 18 illustrates two

different ‘good compositions’ of I 0 from different Ballet images. 

Note that the regions employed in our composition are not the

standard image segments commonly used as image regions (as in

[29,53] ). They are not confined by image edges, may be a part

of a segment, or may contain multiple segments. Such regions

therefore cannot be extracted ahead of time via image segmenta-

tion , but are rather determined by their co-occurrence in another

image. In other words, what makes them ‘good regions’ is NOT

them being ‘good segments’, but rather the fact that: (i) they

co-occur across images, yet (ii) they are statistically significant

(non-trivial). 

The regions are image-specific , and not cluster-specific. For ex-

ample, the green-marked region in Fig. 18 may co-occur only once

within an image collection. However, since it has a low chance

of occurring at random, yet was found in another image, it pro-

vides high evidence to the affinity between those two images, even

if it is not found in any other image within the collection! Such

an infrequent region cannot be ‘discovered’ as a ‘common clus-

ter shape’ from the collection (as in [41,49] ). Employing the co-

occurrence of non-trivial large regions, allows to take advantage of

high-order statistics and geometry, even if infrequent, and without

the necessity to ‘model’ it. Our approach can therefore handle even

very small datasets with very large diversity in appearance (as in

Figs. 17 and 20 ). 

Efficient “collaborative” multi-image composition: Clustering a

collection of M images, should in principle require computing

“affinity by composition” between all pairs of images - i.e. a com-

plexity of O ( NM 

2 ), where N is the number of densely sampled de-

scriptors in each image. However, we show [18,20] that when all

the images in the collection are composed simultaneously from

each other, they can collaborate to iteratively generate with very

high probability the most statistically significant compositions in

the image collection. Moreover this can be achieved in runtime al-

most linear in the size of the collection (without having to go over

all the image pairs). 

Images collaborate by ‘giving advice’ to each other where to

search in the collection according to their current matches. For ex-
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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mple, looking at Fig. 18 , image I 0 has strong affinity to images

 1 , .., I 4 . Therefore, in the next iteration, I 0 can ‘encourage’ I 1 , ..,

 4 to search for matching regions in each other. Thus, e.g., I 3 will

e ‘encouraged’ to sample more in I 1 in the next iteration. Note

hat the shared regions between I 1 and I 3 need not be the same

s those they share with I 0 . For example, the entire upper body of

he standing man in I 3 is similar to that of the jumping lady in the

enter of I 1 . 

Thus, in the first iteration, each descriptor in each image ran-

omly samples descriptors uniformly from the entire image collec-

ion and propagates matches to neighboring descriptors (using the

ropagation algorithm described in Section 5 ). This results in large

hared regions, which are used to compute initial sparse affini-

ies between images (in the form of “savings in bits”). Then in the

ext iterations, instead of using a uniform sampling, each descrip-

or samples in a non-uniform way according to suggestions made

o it by other images. This process produces within a few itera-

ions a sparse set of reliable affinities (corresponding to the most

ignificant compositions). Such sparsity is essential for good image

lustering, and is obtained here via ‘collective decisions’ made by

ll the images. The collaboration reduces the computational com-

lexity of the overall composition dramatically, to O ( NM ) (assum-

ng the images are of size N ). In other words, the average complex-

ty per image remains very small - practically linear in the size of

he image O ( N ), regardless of the number of images M in the collec-

ion ! We refer to this as exploiting the “wisdom of crowds of im-

ges” for efficient image clustering. These ideas are described in

etail in [18,20] . 
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 21. Video Clustering: Unsupervised clustering of a Judo-Karate video dataset. This dataset contains 14 Judo and 14 Karate video clips (first frame of all videos is shown). 

One video was mis-clustered (marked in red), leading to mean purity of 96.4% . (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 

Fig. 22. “Co-segmentation by Composition” – The approach. (a) Statistically significant shared regions (“Co-regions”) induce high affinities between image parts across the 3 input 

images. These induce co-segment likelihoods on a “soup of segments” (b). Unlike the Co-regions, these segments are confined by image edges. (c) The global co-segment likelihood 

map obtained by fusing the individual segmental likelihoods. Thresholding this global likelihood map results in the final co-segment (d) (shown here for only one of the 3 input 

images). (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 23. Co-segmentation applied to single or multiple images. Our algorithm can handle in a single unified framework segmentation of a single or multiple images, in a totally 

unsupervised way. (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 24. Examples of Fg/Bg segmentation of individual images. (For clearer interpretation of this color figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Having a sparse set of affinities, we can apply normalized-Cuts

to the sparse affinity matrix, resulting in the clustering shown in

Figs. 17 and 20 . Clustering results on much larger datasets with

many more images and classes (e.g., Pascal-VOC, Caltech, ETHZ),

can be found in [18,20] , as well as empirical evaluation and com-

parison to other methods. To give just one such example, on the

clustering benchmark of 20 classes from Caltech-101, our method

separated the 1230 unsorted images into 20 clusters , in a totally

unsupervised way, with very high accuracy (mean purity of 86.3%).

This was a 30% improvement over the previous state-of-the-art

method [40] at the time of evaluation. 

More recently, in [54,70] , we have extended the notion of

“clustering-by-Composition” to collections of videos . Given an un-

sorted collection of videos, we apply the randomized search pro-

cess to the entire collection, to detect large space-time regions

which are shared by different videos (using the “AVI” descriptor

of Section 4 as the basic building block). Large rare space-time re-

gions induce high affinities between videos. 
v  

Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere
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For example, observe the video collection of Judo and Karate

ideos shown in Fig. 21 . Spatial appearance alone cannot distin-

uish between these two types of videos, since in all of them

here are 2 people facing each other, almost always wearing white

lothes with belts. The difference between the videos is not in

heir spatial appearance, but rather in their dynamics. Local pieces

f dynamics are captured by the local “AVI” descriptor, while be-

ng invariant to changes in viewpoint. Further detecting large non-

rivial space-time regions which are shared by videos, induces

eaningful affinities between them. This results in the final clus-

ering shown in Fig. 21 . These two video categories were discov-

red in a totally unsupervised way, with no prior examples or

raining, and with very high accuracy (mean purity 96.4%). 

. Segmentation by Composition 

We next show that Similarity-by-Composition can also be used

or sophisticated image/video segmentation, in a totally unsuper-

ised way. In Sections 5 and 6 large (non-trivial) shared regions
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 
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Fig. 25. Fg/Bg video segmentation of ‘unconstrained’ videos. Our algorithm handles 

videos with highly non-rigid motions, complex 3D parallax, severe motion blur, multi- 

ple moving objects, etc. (Please view on screen) (For clearer interpretation of this color 

figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) . 
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ere used to induce affinities between entire images/videos . Here

e use these shared regions to induce affinities between pixels , thus

rouping them together. This gives rise to co-segmentation of sin-

le or multiple images/videos (e.g., see Fig. 23 ). In [1] we first

efined a “good” segment as one which is easy to compose from

arge non-trivial pieces within the segment, yet is difficult to com-

ose using non-trivial pieces outside the segment. In [19] we fur-

her extended this notion to co-segmentation of multiple images.

astly, in [21] we showed that this idea can also be applies to fore-

round/background segmentation of unconstrained videos. These

re reviewed next. Our image segmentation/co-segmentation ap-

roach has two main components: 

. Initialize the (co-)segmentation by inducing affinities between

mage parts - Large shared regions, detected within or across im-

ges, induce affinities between those image parts (see Fig. 22 a).

he region detection is done efficiently using the randomized sam-

ling and propagation algorithm. 

I. From co-occurring regions to (co-)segments - The detected

hared regions are usually not good image segments on their

wn. They are not confined to image edges, and may cover only

art of the co-objects. However, they induce statistically signifi-

ant affinities between parts of co-objects. Combining this infor-

ation with a “soup of segments” [17,53] (i.e. a pile of many in-

ccurate segments produced by simple unsophisticated segmenta-

ion algorithms – see Fig. 22 b), allows to refine and better localize

he co-segments (co-objects) and their edges. Segments from the

soup” which have high overlap with rare shared regions, obtain

igh likelihoods to be contained in a co-segments. These individual

egmental-likelihoods are then fused into a global co-segmentation

ikelihood map, which respects the induced shared region affini-

ies, while coinciding with image edges (see Fig. 22 c). Thresholding

hese likelihood maps results in our final co-segments ( Fig. 22 d). 

Figs. 23 and 24 show a few results of such single-image segmen-

ation and multi-image co-segmentation. For full details of our im-

ge (co-)segmentation algorithm, more results, as well as empirical

valuation and comparison to other methods, see [19] . 

We have further extended the concept of segmentation-

y-composition to Foreground/Background segmentation of uncon-

trained video [21] . By “unconstrained videos” we mean videos

ith highly non-rigid motions (both foreground and background);

omplex motions with 3D parallax; severe motion blur; severe

cale and illumination changes over time; etc. Most existing video

egmentation methods heavily rely on local temporal propagation of

nformation (whether via optical-flow, trajectories, tracking, super-

oxels, etc.) However, local temporal propagation fails in the pres-

nce of fast non-rigid motions and severe motion blur. As such,

xisting video segmentation methods do not perform well on un-

onstrained videos. 

In contrast, we avoid the reliance on local temporal propaga-

ion, by exploiting strong affinities induced by shared regions de-

ected across distant video parts. For computational efficiency, our

ideo regions are kept relatively simple, and the ‘soup of segments’

re replaced by suerpixels (thus still adhering to image edges). The

nitial likelihood of a region to be fg/bg is initialized with a very

rude saliency measure, and the final video segmentation is ob-

ained via consensus-voting of co-occurring regions detected within

he video. Namely, shared regions from distant video parts jointly

each a consensus on their joint likelihood be foreground or back-

round. The power of our approach comes from the non-locality of

he region co-occurrence, both in space and in time . This enables ro-

ust and fast propagation of diverse and rich information across

he entire video sequence. This results in an algorithm which is

ble to produce accurate results on a large variety of unconstrained

ideos. For full details of our algorithm, please see [21] . 

Fig. 25 shows a few examples of our video segmentation results

n challenging videos. Full videos and many more results can be
Please cite this article as: M. Irani, “Blind” visual infere

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2017.10.021 
iewed on our project website http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/

vision/NonLocalVideoSegmentation.html Qualitative and quantita- 

ive experiments [21,50] show that our video segmentation algo-

ithm outperforms the current state-of-the-art methods ( unsuper-

ised as well as semi-supervised methods) by a large margin. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper I showed how ‘Blind’ visual inference can be per-

ormed by exploiting the internal redundancy inside a single vi-

ual datum (whether an image or a video). The strong recurrence

f patches inside a single image/video provides a powerful data-

pecific prior for solving complex low-level vision tasks in a ‘blind’

anner, even when the forward degradation process is unknown.

his strong data recurrence further gives rise to an “Inference by

omposition” approach, which enables sophisticated higher-level 

isual inference, in a totally unsupervised way, with no prior ex-

mples or training. 

While DNNs are extremely powerful tools, and should definitely

e exploited for visual inference, I believe that injecting some so-

histicated prior ‘wisdom’ into them may be required in order

o obtain the next leap advancement. “Inference-by-Composition”

ay potentially provide such a possible prior ‘wisdom’. I believe

hat folding the power of this approach into DNNs may lead to

 substantial improvement in inference capabilities, especially in

he area of video analysis, while maintaining moderate amounts of
nce by composition , Pattern Recognition Letters (2017), 

http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~vision/NonLocalVideoSegmentation.html
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2017.10.021
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training data and computational power. This is part of my ongoing

and future work. 
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